In some previous papers [1] figure  1 and we compute the probability that a segment of random position and constant length intersects a side of lattice. Then we prove that there are values for parameters that determine the lattice and the length of segment for which the probability determined is maximum.
(1)
We want to compute the probability that a segment s with random position and of constant length l < a 2 intersects a side of lattice, i.e. the probability P int that s intersects a side of cell C 0 .
The position of the segment s is determinated by middle point and by the angle ϕ that s forms with line BC.
To compute the probability P int we consider the limit positions of segment s, for a fixed value of ϕ, situated in the cells C 01 , C 02 , C 03 .
So, we have the fig. 2 A
Considering the fig. 2 ,
From relations (6), (7), (8), (9) (10) and (11) follows that
In the same way
By relations (13), (14), (15) (16) (17) and (18) we get
At the end
By formulas (20), (21), (22) (23) (24) and (25) we have that:
We denote with M i (i = 1, 2, 3) the set of segments s that they have the middle point in the cell C 0i and with N i the set of segments s full content in C 0i , we have [12] :
where µ is the Lebesgue measure in the Euclidean plane.
To compute the measure µ (M i ) and µ (N i ) we use the kinematic measure of Poincaré [11] :
where x, y are the coordinate of middle point of s and ϕ the fixed angle ϕ [0, α] we have
Moreover
The formulas (27), (28) and (29) give us
We have that
Replacing this relation in the (26) follows
al 3 + 5 cos α − 9 cos 2 α − l we have f (α) = 0.
We prove that for these values we have f (α) < 0, then the probability
